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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1 . A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.1 14, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submission filed on 5/16/2011 has been entered.

Claim Status

2. Claims 1-20 and 22-23 are pending and claim 2 1 is canceled.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the

claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various

claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out

the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later

invention was made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c)

and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
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(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness

or nonobviousness.

5. Claims 1-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Shaffer et al.,

hereinafter Shaffer (US Pat. No. 6,324,409 Bl) in view of Harada (US Pat. No. 7,240,000 B2)

and further in view of Mauger (US Pub. No. 2001/0024960 Al).

Regarding claims 1, 16, and 17, Shaffer disclose a system and method for optimizing

telecommunication signal quality (see Shaffer col. 2 lines 18 to col. 3 lines 15 and Program

instruction col. 4 line 18) comprising: a first interface for exchanging data with a first

neighboring entity (see Shaffer figure 2 box 202 gateway and col. 6 line 8 which interfaces

with box 200 TOL client); a second interface for exchanging data with a second neighboring

entity (see Shaffer figure 2 box 202 gateway and col. 6 lines 8-10 second interface of

gateway connect to box 204 PBX); a memory for storing codec information regarding said

communication apparatus (see Shaffer col. 8 lines 64 to col. 9 lines 10); a control entity

operative to detect a first message from the first neighboring entity via the first interface, the first

message being indicative of codec information regarding an originating entity (see Shaffer
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figure 4 box 400 and 404 signaling message then collects at least one capability (signal

coding and compression) of the receiver); responsive to detection of the first message, the

control entity being operative to perforal an assessment of compatibility between the codec

information regarding the originating entity and the codec information regarding said

communication apparatus (see Shaffer figure 4 boxes 406 and 408 determining an end-to-end

coding scheme); responsive to the assessment (see Shaffer col. 7 lines 1-14 the signaling

message then collects at least one telecommunication signal coding or compression

capability of at least one intermediary station and figure 4 step 402), and self-identify the

communication apparatus as a candidate (see Shaffer col. 2 lines 29-40 each entity or device

capable of converting voice coding between the sender and the receiver identifies its

capabilities to the signaling message and col. 7 lines 12 when the signaling capabilities of a

station, the station may list its capabilities onto the signaling message). Shaffer disclose all

the subject matter of the claimed invention with the exception of:

• after a call is established;

• compatibility being positive, the control entity being operative to

• for terminally supporting a subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the originating entity;

• compatibility being negative, the control entity being operative to

• for non-terminally supporting a subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the originating

entity.

Harada from the same or similar fields of endeavor teaches the use of: determining if same

coding type and indication of whether it is the same type or not for coding-bypass

communication or tandem communication (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines
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22-44), and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same

coding type as being positive and different type as being negative. Thus, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to use the determination if

using the same coding (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 31-44) and it would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same coding type as being

positive and different type as being negative as taught by Harada and in the system and method

for optimizing telecommunication signal quality of Shaffer in order to reduce the load of IP

network and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34). Mauger from

the same or similar fields of endeavor teaches the use of: if the tandem free operation mode is

established after negotiation with the aim of selecting a common coding mode for that operation

mode, and the negotiation was initiated on the basis of coding modes initially selected

independently for each of the mobiles, and if the coding mode initially selected for at least one of

the mobiles is an unauthorized coding mode, negotiation is initiated with the unauthorized

coding mode for that mobile replaced by an authorized coding mode, provided that the

authorized coding mode is supported (see Mauger paragraphs [0018] and [0057] -[0060]).

Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

use the tandem free operation is established, modifying coding mode for an authorized coding

mode as taught by Mauger in the modified system and method for optimizing telecommunication

signal quality of Shaffer and Harada. One of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to do so

for providing optimizing speech quality by providing the authorized coding mode is supported

(see Mauger paragraph [0017]-0018]).
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Regarding claim 2, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach further comprising: responsive to

the assessment (see Shaffer col. 7 lines 1-14 the signaling message then collects at least one

telecommunication signal coding or compression capability of at least one intermediary

station and figure 4 step 402) of compatibility being positive (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-

13 and col. 7 lines 31-44 and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to

indicate that same coding type as being positive and different type as being negative), the

control entity being further operative to release a second message towards the first neighboring

entity via the first interface (see Shaffer figure 4 box 410 send another message instructing

intermediary stations to follow end-to-end coding scheme for the call), the second message

being indicative of the communication apparatus being self-identified as a candidate (see Shaffer

col. 2 lines 29-40 each entity or device capable of converting voice coding between the

sender and the receiver identifies its capabilities to the signaling message and col. 7 lines 12

when the signaling capabilities of a station, the station may list its capabilities onto the

signaling message) for terminally supporting a subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the

originating entity (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 31-44). The motivation to

do so is to reduce the load of IP network and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada

col. 4 lines 13-34).

Regarding claim 3, Shaffer and Mauger disclose all the subject matter of the claimed

invention with the exception of: responsive to absence of any message from the second entity

indicative of the second entity being self-identified as a candidate for terminally supporting a

subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the originating entity, effecting said subsequent

codec-bypass negotiation with the first entity. Harada from the same or similar fields of
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endeavor teaches the use of: indication of whether it is the same type or not for coding-bypass

communication or tandem communication (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines

31-44) and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to use the absence of any message as indicative of terminally supporting codec-bypass.

Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

use the indication of whether the same type of coding in the codec-bypass operation (see Harada

figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 31-44) as taught by Harada in the modified system and

method for optimizing telecommunication signal quality of Shaffer and Mauger in order to

reduce the load of IP network and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines

13-34).

Regarding claim 4, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach further comprising: the control

entity being operative to forward the first message to the second remote entity via the second

interface (see Shaffer figure 5 boxes 504 and 506 and col. 7 lines 50-65).

Regarding claim 5, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the first and second interfaces

are packet interfaces (see Shaffer col. 8 lines 56-63).

Regarding claim 6, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the first interface is a packet

interface (see Shaffer col. 8 line 61) and the second interface is a circuit-switched interface (see

Shaffer col. 6 lines2-26 and col. 8 line 24).

Regarding claim 7, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the first and second interfaces are

circuit-switched interfaces (see Shaffer col. 8 line 27).

Regarding claim 8, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the - detect a second message

received from the second neighboring entity, the second message being indicative of the second
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neighboring entity apparatus being self-identified as a candidate for (see Shaffer col. 2 lines 29-

40 each entity or device capable of converting voice coding between the sender and the

receiver identifies its capabilities to the signaling message and col. 7 lines 12 when the

signaling capabilities of a station, the station may list its capabilities onto the signaling

message) terminally supporting a subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the originating

entity (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 22-44 Determining if same coding

type and indication of whether it is the same type or not for coding-bypass communication

or tandem communication and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art to indicate that same coding type as being positive and different type as being negative);

responsive to detection of the second message, self-identify the communication apparatus as a

candidate (see Shaffer col. 2 lines 29-40 each entity or device capable of converting voice

coding between the sender and the receiver identifies its capabilities to the signaling

message and col. 7 lines 12 when the signaling capabilities of a station, the station may list

its capabilities onto the signaling message) for non-terminally supporting a subsequent codec-

bypass negotiation with the originating entity (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines

22-44 Determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type or not

for coding-bypass communication or tandem communication and it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same coding type as being positive

and different type as being negative). The motivation to do so is to reduce the load of IP

network and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).

Regarding claim 9, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the further comprising: the

control entity being operative to forward the second message to the first remote entity via the
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first interface (see Shaffer figure 5A box 510 Gateway y sends a second signaling message to

gateway X to inform gateway x of client B's and intermediate stations' capabilities and col.

7 lines 66 to col. 8 lines 16).

Regarding claim 10, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the further comprising: the

control entity being further operative to monitor messages exchanged via the first and second

interfaces that are indicative of negotiation (see Shaffer col. 8 lines 64 to col. 9 lines 27 and col.

4 lines 5-11) of a codec-bypass connection between the originating entity and an entity different

from the originating entity (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 31-44). The

motivation to do so is to reduce the load of IP network and increase the signal quality of speech

(see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).

Regarding claim 11, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the control entity is further

operative to: detect success or failure of said first negotiation; and responsive to failure of said

first negotiation (see Shaffer figure 6B box 654 is there a result with no transcoding and

boxes 656 and 658 determining if there is a codec-bypass/transcoding-free operation and

figure 5A box 513 send a third signaling message to inform all stations of coding scheme),

and if the communication apparatus is self-identified as a candidate for (see Shaffer col. 2 lines

29-40 each entity or device capable of converting voice coding between the sender and the

receiver identifies its capabilities to the signaling message and col. 7 lines 12 when the

signaling capabilities of a station, the station may list its capabilities onto the signaling

message) terminally supporting a subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the originating

entity, negotiate with the originating entity a codec-bypass connection between the

communication apparatus and the originating entity (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col.
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7 lines 22-44 Determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type

or not for coding-bypass communication or tandem communication and it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same coding type as being positive

and different type as being negative). The motivation to do so is to reduce the load of IP

network and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).

Regarding claim 12, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach further comprising: responsive

to success of said first negotiation, and if the communication apparatus is self-identified as a

candidate or terminally supporting a subsequent codec-bypass negotiation with the originating

entity (see Shaffer figure 6B box 654 is there a result with no transcoding and boxes 656

and 658 determining if there is a codec-bypass/transcoding-free operation and figure 5A

box 513 send a third signaling message to inform all stations of coding scheme), the control

entity being operative to self-identify the communication as a candidate for (see Shaffer col. 2

lines 29-40 each entity or device capable of converting voice coding between the sender and

the receiver identifies its capabilities to the signaling message and col. 7 lines 12 when the

signaling capabilities of a station, the station may list its capabilities onto the signaling

message) non-terminally supporting a codec-bypass negotiation with the originating entity (see

Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 22-44 Determining if same coding type and

indication of whether it is the same type or not for coding-bypass communication or

tandem communication and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to

indicate that same coding type as being positive and different type as being negative). The

motivation to do so is to reduce the load of IP network and increase the signal quality of speech

(see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).
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Regarding claim 13, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach negotiation being a first

negotiation, wherein the control entity is further operative to: detect success or failure of said

first negotiation; and responsive to success of said first negotiation (see Shaffer figure 6B box

654 is there a result with no transcoding and boxes 656 and 658 determining if there is a

codec-bypass/transcoding-free operation and figure 5A box 513 send a third signaling

message to inform all stations of coding scheme), and if the communication apparatus is self-

identified as a candidate (see Shaffer col. 2 lines 29-40 each entity or device capable of

converting voice coding between the sender and the receiver identifies its capabilities to the

signaling message and col. 7 lines 12 when the signaling capabilities of a station, the station

may list its capabilities onto the signaling message) or terminally supporting a subsequent

codec-bypass negotiation with the originating entity, the control entity being operative to self-

identify the communication as a candidate for non-terminally supporting a codec-bypass

negotiation with the originating entity (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 22-44

Determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type or not for

coding-bypass communication or tandem communication and it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same coding type as being positive and

different type as being negative). The motivation to do so is to reduce the load of IP network

and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).

Regarding claim 14, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the originating entity is an

endpoint gateway (see Shaffer col. 8 line 8 sender's gateway and figure 2 box 202).

Regarding claim 15, Shaffer, Harada, and Mauger teach the originating entity is an in-

path gateway (see Shaffer col. 6 lines 23-29).
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6. Claims 18-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Alperovich

et al., hereinafter Alperovich, (US Pat. No. 6,600,738 Bl) in view of Harada (US Pat. No.

7,240,000 B2) and further in view of Mauger (US Pub. No. 2001/0024960 Al).

Regarding clams 18, Alperovich discloses a routing in an IP network based on codec

availability and subscriber preference (see Alperovich col. 1 line 52 to col. 2 line 51)

comprising: identifying a target in-path gateway from among the plurality of in-path gateways

(see Alperovich figure 5 and col. 6 lines 22-38 the possible pathways which may include not

only the gateway(s) or paths chosen, but also the nodes between the end destination and the

chosen gateway(s)), the target in-path gateway being the in-path gateway furthest along the path

from the first gateway (see Alperovich figure 5 and col. 6 lines 22-38 a call to be placed over

the core IP network 16 of figure 1 for as long as possible). Alperovich discloses all the

subject matter of the claimed invention with the exception of:

• after a call is established;

• which is characterized by codec-bypass connection compatibility with the first gateway;

• establishing a codec-bypass connection between the first gateway and the target in-path

gateway.

Harada from the same or similar fields of endeavor teaches the use of: when mobile terminals

belonging to different mobile communications systems communicate with each other, a

communications path is established through gateways which interconnect the two mobile

communications systems. Even if the mobile communications systems employ the same speech

coding process, a signal passing through a transit network is converted by a general-purpose
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speech coding process such as 64 kPCM unless the gateways and the transit network are

compatible with the speech coding process of the mobile communications systems (see Harada

col. 1 lines 15-25); determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type

or not for coding-bypass communication or tandem communication (see Harada col. 7 lines 9-

44 and figure 7 boxes 11-13); establish the bypass connection from the time a call is made (see

Harada col. 9 lines 17-67). Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention to use the same coding type and establishing a codec bypass

connection as taught by Harada in the routing in an IP network based on codec availability and

subscriber preference of Alperovich in order to reduce the load of IP network and increase the

signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34). Mauger from the same or similar fields

of endeavor teaches the use of: if the tandem free operation mode is established after negotiation

with the aim of selecting a common coding mode for that operation mode, and the negotiation

was initiated on the basis of coding modes initially selected independently for each of the

mobiles, and if the coding mode initially selected for at least one of the mobiles is an

unauthorized coding mode, negotiation is initiated with the unauthorized coding mode for that

mobile replaced by an authorized coding mode, provided that the authorized coding mode is

supported (see Mauger paragraphs [0018] and [0057]-[0060]). Thus, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to use the tandem free

operation is established, modifying coding mode for an authorized coding mode as taught by

Mauger in the modified system and method for optimizing telecommunication signal quality of

Shaffer and Harada. One of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to do so for providing
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optimizing speech quality by providing the authorized coding mode is supported (see Mauger

paragraph [0017]-0018]).

Regarding claims 19, Alperovich, Harada, and Mauger teach further comprising:

performing a determination of whether the target in-path gateway is involved in a prior codec-

bypass connection with the second gateway (see Harada col. 7 lines 9-44 and figure 7 boxes

11-13 and col. 1 lines 15-25); wherein performing the establishing is conditional upon said

determination being negative (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 22-44

Determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type or not for

coding-bypass communication or tandem communication and it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same coding type as being positive and

different type as being negative). The motivation to do so is to reduce the load of IP network

and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).

Regarding claims 20, Alperovich, Harada, and Mauger teach the target in-path gateway

being a first target in-path gateway, the method further comprising: responsive to said

determination being positive (see Harada figure 7 boxes 11-13 and col. 7 lines 22-44

Determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type or not for

coding-bypass communication or tandem communication and it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art to indicate that same coding type as being positive and

different type as being negative): identifying a second target in-path gateway from among the

plurality of in-path gateways, the second target in-path gateway being the in-path gateway

furthest along the path from the first gateway (see Alperovich col. 6 lines 30 the physical

geographical area of the available gateways may be divided into zones, and further into
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subzones, to allow the PSC server 37 to select a gateway in closest proximity to the end

destination) which is characterized by codec-bypass connection compatibility with the first

gateway and which is not involved in a codec-bypass connection with the second gateway (see

Harada col. 7 lines 9-44 and figure 7 boxes 11-13); establishing a codec-bypass connection

between the first gateway and the second target in-path gateway instead of with the first target

in-path gateway (see Harada col. 9 lines 17-67). The motivation to combine is to reduce the

load of IP network and increase the signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34).

7. Claims 22 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Alperovich et al., hereinafter Alperovich, (US Pat. No. 6,600,738 Bl) in view of Harada (US Pat.

No. 7,240,000 B2) further in view of Shaffer et al., hereinafter Shaffer, (US Pat. No. 6,324,409

Bl) and furthermore in view of Mauger (US Pub. No. 2001/0024960 Al).

Regarding clams 22, Alperovich discloses a routing in an IP network based on codec

availability and subscriber preference (see Alperovich col. 1 line 52 to col. 2 line 51)

comprising: identifying a first sub-path between the first gateway and a first target in-path

gateway from among the plurality of in-path gateways (see Alperovich figure 5 and col. 6 lines

22-38 the possible pathways which may include not only the gateway(s) or paths chosen,

but also the nodes between the end destination and the chosen gateway(s)), the first target in-

path gateway being the in-path gateway furthest along the path from the first gateway (see

Alperovich figure 5 and col. 6 lines 22-38 a call to be placed over the core IP network 16 of

figure 1 for as long as possible) identifying a second sub-path between the second gateway and

a second target in-path gateway from among the plurality of in-path gateways, the second target
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in-path gateway being the in-path gateway furthest along the path from the second gateway (see

Alperovich col. 6 lines 30-35 the physical geographical area of the available gateways may

be divided into zones, and further into subzones, to allow the MSC server 37 to select a

gateway in closest proximity to the end destination). Alperovich discloses all the subject

matter of the claimed invention with the exception of:

• after a call is established;

• which is characterized by codec-bypass connection compatibility with the first gateway;

• which is characterized by codec-bypass connection compatibility with the

second gateway;

• determining the lengths of the first and second sub-paths;

• if the first sub-path is longer than the second sub-path, establishing a codec-bypass

connection between the first gateway and the first target gateway;

• if the second sub-path is longer than the first sub-path, establishing a codec-bypass

connection between the second gateway and the second target gateway.

Harada from the same or similar fields of endeavor teaches the use of: when mobile terminals

belonging to different mobile communications systems communicate with each other, a

communications path is established through gateways which interconnect the two mobile

communications systems. Even if the mobile communications systems employ the same speech

coding process, a signal passing through a transit network is converted by a general-purpose

speech coding process such as 64 kPCM unless the gateways and the transit network are

compatible with the speech coding process of the mobile communications systems (see Harada

col. 1 lines 15-25); determining if same coding type and indication of whether it is the same type
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or not for coding-bypass communication or tandem communication (see Harada col. 7 lines 9-

44 and figure 7 boxes 11-13); establish the bypass connection from the time a call is made (see

Harada col. 9 lines 17-67). Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention to use the same coding type and establishing a codec bypass

connection as taught by Harada in the routing in an IP network based on codec availability and

subscriber preference of Alperovich in order to reduce the load of IP network and increase the

signal quality of speech (see Harada col. 4 lines 13-34). Shaffer from the same or similar fields

of endeavor teaches the use of: select result with most number of hops with compressed coding

(see Shaffer figure 6B box 662 and col. 9 lines 40-46), which allows to determine the number

of hops between two sub-paths and selecting result with the most number of hops or longer.

Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

use the selecting result with the most number of hops with compressed coding (see Shaffer

figure 6B box 662 and col. 9 lines 40-46) as taught by Shaffer in the modified routing in an IP

network based on codec availability and subscriber preference of Alperovich and Harada in order

to optimize telecommunication signal quality (see Shaffer col. 3 lines 5-15). Mauger from the

same or similar fields of endeavor teaches the use of: if the tandem free operation mode is

established after negotiation with the aim of selecting a common coding mode for that operation

mode, and the negotiation was initiated on the basis of coding modes initially selected

independently for each of the mobiles, and if the coding mode initially selected for at least one of

the mobiles is an unauthorized coding mode, negotiation is initiated with the unauthorized

coding mode for that mobile replaced by an authorized coding mode, provided that the

authorized coding mode is supported (see Mauger paragraphs [0018] and [0057] -[0060]).
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Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

use the tandem free operation is established, modifying coding mode for an authorized coding

mode as taught by Mauger in the modified system and method for optimizing telecommunication

signal quality of Shaffer and Harada. One of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to do so

for providing optimizing speech quality by providing the authorized coding mode is supported

(see Mauger paragraph [0017]-0018]).

Regarding claims 23, Alperovich, Harada, Shaffer, and Mauger teach the further

comprising: if the first sub-path is not longer than the second sub-path and the second sub-path is

not longer than the first sub-path (see Shaffer col. 9 lines 47-51 if there is another tie with

results which allow the call to be made with the most number of hops with compressed

coding(step 664 of figure 6B): determining the priorities of compatibility of the first target

gateway with the first gateway and of the second target gateway with the second gateway (see

Shaffer col. 9 lines 49-51 then the tied results are analyzed and the one which is listed

higher in the preference list of preferred coding methods is selected (step 666 of figure 6B))

and if the compatibility of the first target gateway with the first gateway has a greater priority

than the connection compatibility of the second target gateway with the second gateway,

establishing a connection between the first gateway and the first target gateway (see Shaffer col.

9 lines 49-55 then the tied results are analyzed and the one which is listed higher in the

preference list of preferred coding methods is selected (step 666 of figure 6B)); if the

connection compatibility of the second target gateway with the second gateway has a greater

priority than the connection compatibility of the first target gateway with the first gateway,

establishing a connection between the second gateway and the second target gateway (see
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Shaffer col. 9 lines 49-55 then the tied results are analyzed and the one which is listed

higher in the preference list of preferred coding methods is selected (step 666 of figure 6B)).

The motivation to combine is to optimize telecommunication signal quality (see Shaffer col. 3

lines 5-15).

Response to Arguments

8. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-20 and 22-23 have been considered but

are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

9. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Graf et al. (US Pub No. 2003/0195981 Al) teaches a re -negotiation of the connection

with a new list of coding schemes is allowed in the network, the result can be a coding which

was not negotiated at connection establishment, e.g. the modified coding scheme is not contained

in the GSM coding scheme list to support TFO ([0053]).

10. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to WUTCHUNG CHU whose telephone number is (571)272-4064.

The examiner can normally be reached on 9am to 5pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Joe H. Cheng can be reached on (571) 272-4433. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/WUTCHUNG CHU/
Examiner, Art Unit 2468

/Joe H Cheng/

Supervisory Patent Examiner

Art Unit 2468


